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Could The Public Be Art.sy’s Enemy?

At a time when fine and liberal arts programs are on the chopping block for 

school, state, and city budgets, Art.sy finally goes public! A good move? It could be 

a toss up. Previously accessed through invite only, Art.sy now virtually synthesizes 

fine artwork held at galleries, museums, and private collections across the world, 

allowing anyone to take a peek. Since it’s launch in 2010, Art.sy has narrowed its 

focus towards showcasing more elite and high profile art from dealer and collectors. 

Meaning, Art.sy is very selective about the art they feature in order to maintain a 

taste-making and well-respected art forum. 

 Carter Cleveland founded Ary.sy, and investors include the CEO of Pandora, 

the creator of Twitter, the CEO of Google, Larry Gagosian, Wendi Murdoch.... you get 

the idea. If you’re looking to buy art, this isn’t a general art-interest website, and if 

you’re looking to submit art, you must have gallery space to begin with. Therefore, 

Art.sy functions, for me, in two distinct ways. One uses Art.sy for either business or 

as an educational tool.  Not matter the case; Art.sy’s template makes both routes 

pleasurable, but can both functionally co-exist? 

For those unfamiliar with art as a discourse, Art.sy enables art to become 

less difficult and more accessible. Specifically, The Art Genome Project allows 

Art.sy users to understand how art is organized, perceived, and in turn learn 800+ 
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characteristics, which Art.sy called “genes,” of why art is significant. Through 

connection-based linkages of art-historical movements, subject matter, and 

compositional qualities, Art.sy’s virtual ‘library’ simplifies the rather daunting 

subject of art. Art.sy is more reprehensible, visual, and more expansive than my 

all my completed art history classes combined.... and it’s free. Hand in hand with 

education, the interactive format of Art.sy allows users to explore  “genes” and 

follow specific ones of interest in sort of a backscreen-of-a-Tumblr-page fashion. 

It goes without saying that Art.sy is revolutionary within the art world, 

as well as within the virtual world. Art.sy features more than 17,000 pieces from 

sources in New York, London, Paris, Shanghai, Johannesburg, and Sao Paulo- to 

name a few.  Such an extensive network of art at the public’s fingertips is a direct 

effort to place art in the hearts of the next generation. How noble! Yes, Art.sy aims 

to further art-love, from those who venture out to galleries on blistering December 

evenings on university public transportation passes to those who have six pieces 

from said artist and would like a seventh!  To meet these goals, Art.sy employs art-

historians and scientists to directly correspond with art venues and catalog pieces. 

That is to say, Art.sy is very credible site. 

When you log on to Art.sy, discovering becomes easy. Art.sy has composed 

a site where art is not only web-friendly, but a logical and more succinct away to 

unearth art for the art-challenged. It seems unique (and potentially problematic) 

that the same platform can educate the art-challenged as well as provide a world-

class collection of art for curators and the like to purchase- those with very 

convincing titles and surnames at that. Through the same interface, Art.sy creates 
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a two-class interaction within the site, which no online art distribution or auction 

house has virtually accomplished. This could become difficult because both classes 

of Art.sy users want and use the platform for different reasons. Could the addition of 

the public be the enemy to a site that began catering to the seemingly exclusive art 

world?

As Art.sy launched to the public earlier this month, time will tell if Art.sy 

will fraction off with a more niche social media site to benefit local artists, while 

maintaining another site to house the more high profile art. Art.sy may be placing 

all of its eggs in one basket by being a library, business, and learning center for both 

high rollers and the lowly, in terms of art education. Social media platforms such 

as Art.sy are a constructivist technology; one that is molded and changed by users. 

Now that Art.sy has gone public, there invariably will be a shift in the direction of 

the site, which will correspond with what the users want, would like to see more of, 

or discard from the site. Time will tell, as the newly launched site will run it’s course. 

 


